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A.PHONETICS (2pts) 
I. Choose the letter A, B, C or D the word that has the underlined part different from others. 
(1pt) 
1: A. puzzle       B. unique       C. bus       D. cupcake 

2: A. parade       B. state     C. station       D. koala 

3: A. aborigines        B. kangaroo       C. goggles           D. gong 

4: A. billboard        B. loss       C. cholera        D. fox 

II. Choose the word that is stressed differently from that of the other words. (1pt) 

5: A. puzzle      B. schedule     C. Scottish     D. parade 

6: A. absolutely       B. examinee       C. interviewee       D. Senegalese 

7: A. accent       B. station      C. unique        D. legend 

8: A. Maltese      B. Viennese       C. Chinese       D. Burmese 
B. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR 
I. Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. (3.75pts) 
 
9: It can’t be denied that English has become an __________ language of the world. 

A. national       B. international       C. cultural       D. multicultural 

10: The train __________ the railway station at 8:00 a.m. every morning. 

A. leave    B. leaving        C. will leave          D. leaves 

11: Koalas are well-known as the symbol __________ Australia. 

A. of        B. in       C. on       D. for 

12: What he has said about me is __________ wrong. 

A. absolute       B. absolutely C. official      D. officially 

13: What is _________ official language of your country? 

A. a       B. an       C. the        D. x 

14: Canada is made up _________ 10 provinces and 6 territories 

A. on          B. of  C. by        D. with 

15: Since 1965, the maple tree with red leaves _________ the most well-known Canadian 
symbol. 

A. has become       B. become       C. became        D. becoming 

16: Mount Rushmore is located _________ the USA. 

A. in       B. to      C. of       D. with 



17: Trung speaks English like a native __________ though he comes from Viet Nam 

A. speak        B. speaking   C. speaker       D. spoke 

18: English is the __________ language of many countries, including Britain and Philippines 

A. official  B. absolute    C. unique   D. puzzling 

19: Australia has a wide __________ of landscapes and animal species. 

A. loch        B. state      C. kilt        D. range 

20: Mount Rushmore is a national __________ carved into a mountain in South Dakota, USA. 

A. schedule       B. parade         C. monument       D. legend 

21: According to the schedule, the train __________ at 12 a.m. 

A. arrived       B. arrive     C. arrives       D. arriving  

22: This house is said to be __________ by ghosts. 

A. haunt    B. haunted         C. haunting         D. haunts 

23: He has been working in a cattle __________ for five years 

A. accent        B. station       C. icon       D. state 

C. READING (1.25pts) 
 
Choose the letter A, B, C or D to answer these following questions 

The kiwi lives only in New Zealand. It is a very strange bird because it cannot fly. The kiwi is the 

same size as a chicken. It has no wings or tail. It does not have any feathers like other birds. 

A kiwi likes a lot of trees around it. It sleeps during the day because the sunlight hurts its eyes. It 

can smell things with its nose. It is the only bird in the world that can smell things. The kiwi's eggs 

are very big. 

There are only a few kiwis in New Zealand now. New Zealanders want their kiwis to live. There is 

a picture of a kiwi on New Zealand money. People from New Zealand are sometimes called 

‘Kiwis’. 

24: Where does the Kiwi live? 

A. in England            B. in the USA           C. in New Zealand         D. in Philippines 

25: Can kiwis fly? 

A. No they can’t       B. Yes, they can               

26: Why does kiwi sleep during the day? 

A. It love sleeping      B. It is hungry           C. It hates daylight         D. The sunlight hurts its eyes 

27: How are the kiwi’s eggs? 

A. small                      B. fragile                   C. thick                          D. big 

28: What are people from New Zealand sometimes called? 

A. Zombies                 B. monies                  C. cookies                      D. kiwis 



D. WRITING (3pts) 
 
I. Rearrange the sentences to make meaningful sentences (1.5pts) 
 
29: such/ Amsterdam/ again/ is/ it/ one/ a/ that/ to/ wonderful/ want/ city/ I/ visit/ again/ day.  

A. Amsterdam is city that I want to visit such a wonderful it again one day. 

B. Amsterdam is again one day such a wonderful city that I want to visit it. 

C.  Amsterdam is such a wonderful city that I want to visit it again one day. 

D. Amsterdam is such a city wonderful that I want to visit it again one day. 

30: poison/ Sewages/ lakes/ from/ such/ and/ water/ factories/ bodies/ as/ rivers 

A. Sewages as rivers from factories poison water bodies such and lakes. 

B. Sewages and lakes from factories poison water bodies such as rivers. 

C. Sewages from factories poison rivers and lakes such as water bodies. 

D. Sewages from factories poison water bodies such as rivers and lakes. 

31: I/ to/ will/ abroad/ spoken/ learn/ English/ go 

A. I will learn spoken English go to abroad. 

B. I will learn spoken English to go abroad. 

C. I will learn English spoken to go abroad. 

D. I will spoken learn English to go abroad. 

32: This/ I/ is/ have/ country/ first/ been/ the/ to/ this/ time/ country. 

A. This is the first time I have been to this country. 

B. This is the first this country time I have been to. 

C. This is the first country I have been to this time. 

D. This is I been to this the first time have country. 

33: of/ are/ Plastic/ of/ source/ the/ main/ bags/ one/ pollution. 

A. Plastic bags are the one of main source of pollution. 

B. Plastic bags are one of source of the main pollution. 

C. Plastic bags are one of the main source of pollution. 

D. Plastic of bags are one pollution of the main source. 

34: in/ food/ Soil/ results/ contamination/ unsafe 

A. Soil food results in unsafe contamination. 

B. Soil contamination results in unsafe food. 

C. Soil unsafe results in food contamination. 

D. Soil results in contamination unsafe food. 

II. Rewrite sentences without changing the meaning. (1.5pts) 

35: Although Singapore is a developed country, it is not polluted by industry 



A. Due to being a developed country, Singapore is not polluted by industry. 

B. Despite being a developed country, Singapore is not polluted by industry. 

C. As being a developed country, Singapore is not polluted by industry. 

D. By being a developed country, Singapore is not polluted by industry. 

36: It is interesting to study tourism. 

A. Don’t study tourism. 

B. To study tourism is not fun. 

C. It is not a good idea to study tourism. 

D. Studying tourism is interesting. 

37: New Zealand and Australia are both surrounded by the sea. 

A. Both New Zealand and Australia has sea around it. 

B. There is no sea around New Zealand and Australia. 

C. New Zealand and Australia don’t have sea. 

D. We can’t go swimming in New Zealand and Australia. 

38: Australians use English as their mother tongue so they are native speakers. 

A. Australians are native speaker although they use English as their mother tongue. 

B. Australians are native speaker because they use English as their mother tongue. 

C. Australians are native speaker though they use English as their mother tongue. 

D. Australians are native speaker owing to they use English as their mother tongue. 

39: I will never read this one again. 

A. This is the last time I read this one. 

B. This is the first time I read this one. 

C. This is the last time I have read this one. 

D. This is the first time I have read this one. 

40: How about listening to a bedtime story? 

A. What about listening to a bedtime story? 

B. Why about listening to a bedtime story? 

C. Who about listening to a bedtime story? 

D. When about listening to a bedtime story? 

 

 
                           

                                                           ----------The end------------ 
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